
STASH® is an all-in-one zero-trust, quantum-resistant, and agnostic secure data and governance platform
providing secure and private creation of, access to, and sharing of unstructured data for internal teams
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ABOUT STASH® DATACENTRIC SECURITY

THE BREACH STOPS HERE.

• Transparent to end-users
• Works in the background
• Seamless integration with 

STASH data security solutions

STASH Image™ - Never Pay Ransom & Avoid Catastrophic Failures

HOW IT WORKS:

STASH Image™ is a revolutionary data and system security service. Working in the background, STASH
Image creates a secure snapshot of your system (operating system, application, configuration, and
data). When your system is compromised (or just fails), you can restore that snapshot quickly and
easily – all the hard work is done for you. With our new Priority Restoral feature – even large
organizations can recover quickly – no onerous support task, no internal denials of service, it just
works, getting you back to work.
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• Prioritize Restoral; Front-of-
Line access for critical systems

• Multi-location/provider 
integration for high resiliency

• SaaS, Your Cloud, 
On-Prem, or IOT

• Windows, Linux*, 
MacOS*

* Coming soon



• System-level Protection – Operating System, 
Applications, Configuration, and Data

• Snapshots for bare metal recovery
• Runs in the background, 

users keep working
• Configure and enforce 

policies for prioritizing 
large-scale restores

• “Front of Line” option for restoring high   
value or critical systems

• Data-centric Protection
• Files are individually encrypted
• Security stays with the file

anywhere it goes
• One-Click Ransomware Restore™ recovers

your data within seconds
• Restored data synchronized across teams,   

workgroups, or entire enterprises mitigating   
downtime and support staff intervention
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ABOUT STASH® DATACENTRIC SECURITY

TOTAL RANSOMWARE PROTECTION

STASH SECURE STASH IMAGE

Ransomware actors operate with impunity, targeting business large and small, across all sectors. With
STASH’s total ransomware protection solution, you’re immune to ransomware damaging your
business. Ransomware encrypting your data? No problem – you can restore your data in seconds.
Ransomware corrupting your systems? You’re back up and running in hours, not days. Being extorted
for public release of your data? Whatever – your data is protected 24x7, regardless of location or who
has control of the file. Never worry about ransomware again – STASH has your back!

What About Extortion? Too Good To Be True?
We hear that a lot. Contact us for a
3 minute demo, or a free trial, no
strings attached. See for yourself
how STASH makes ransomware
something that won’t keep you up
at night.

You are protected against extortion
attacks when using STASH SECURE.
Each file is individually protected –
making extortion a non-starter. An
attacker may get the file, but not the
content. In fact, all they see is this:→


